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 Sentiment analysis is the pre-eminent technology to extract the relevant 
information from the data domain. In this paper cross domain sentimental 
classification approach Cross_BOMEST is proposed. Proposed approach will 
extract †ve words using existing BOMEST technique, with the help of Ms 
Word Introp, Cross_BOMEST determines †ve words and replaces all its 
synonyms to escalate the polarity and blends two different domains and 
detects all the self-sufficient words. Proposed Algorithm is executed on 
Amazon datasets where two different domains are trained to analyze 
sentiments of the reviews of the other remaining domain. Proposed approach 
contributes propitious results in the cross domain analysis and accuracy of 92 
% is obtained. Precision and Recall of BOMEST is improved by 16% and 
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Sentimental Analysis is a way to process different blogs, reviews such as movie, beauty, online 
shopping sites, and etc to indicate their sentiments as positive or negative. Customer expresses their views 
related to product or facility they avail. By analyzing those views consumers can effectively improve their 
decision making. Classification of Sentiment has been applied in various areas such as analysis of market [1], 
opinion mining [2], opinion summarization [3]. There are various levels to express the sentiments i.e. 
Document-level, Sentence-level, and Aspect-level.  In this paper, sentiment is used to determine the sentence 
in term of subjective or objective. If sentence is subjective then check the expression of sentence as positive 
or negative sentiments. In single-domain analysis, all the sentiments related to a specific domain only. This 
training data might not produce an ample scope for different domains. So, there is a need of a solution for 
cross domain analysis [4] which trains the classifier from one or more domains known as source domains and 
utilizes the trained classifier in a different domain known as target domain. While a review express †ve 
polarity in one domain may be act as −ve polarity in another domain therefore a classifier is needed to 
transfer the expertise in different domains for a better performance. In this paper an approach is proposed to 
reveal domain dependent words and infer independent words. 
A virtuous approach and Cross BOMEST algorithm for the cross-domain sentiment classification is 
proposed to boast the cross-domain data, to minimize the gap between domains. This algorithm is the 
modified version of BOMEST [5] which works efficiently on single domain with the accuracy of 78 %. For 
the cross-domain analysis reviews for various products (Baby, Beauty, Electronics, and Health products) are 
gathered from Amazon. Our proposed Cross_Boms classifier is used to model the relationship between 
domain-specifics and self-sufficient words by various phases explained in detail in further Section. 
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The paper is organized as, Section 2 comprises the literature and study conducted. Section 3 and 4, 
elaborate our proposed approach and Cross BOMEST Algorithm for Amazon dataset. Finally, the results of 
our experiments are validated in Section 5 and Section 6 defines the future scope of the work. 
 
 
2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Hu and Liu [1] introduced feature based target extraction on consumer electronics reviews treated as 
the first work of Target Extraction. They proposed an approach on a statistical analysis of the review terms 
based on association mining. Manually selected subset of product features yields a precision of 0.72 and a 
recall of 0.80. Blitzer et al. [4] focuses on cross domain classification and focuses on  the challenges of 
training a classifier from source domains and applying the trained classifier in a target domain as 
identification of feature selection and the learning framework to find the significance of source and target 
domain features. Pan and Ni [6] proposed a method for sentiment classification to bridge the gap between the 
domains, using spectral feature alignment (SFA) algorithm to align domain-specific words from different 
domains into unified clusters. These clusters can be used to reduce the gap between domain-specific words 




3.1. Proposed Approch 
In this paper we propose an approach for Cross Domain Analysis. Till date, the existing approaches 
for the cross domain deal with single source domain and a classifier to predict target domain. The block 
diagram for Cross_BOMEST is shown in Figure. 1 is consists of two phases, detailed explanation of each 
phase is as follows: 
Phase 1 deals with forming of Lexical_Boms_Dictionary and used this dictionary to increase the 
†ve polarity reviews. Number of steps involved and the output of all these steps are shown Section 4. The 
first step of our proposed approach Cross_BOMEST starts with gathering all the reviews. The Dataset used 
for implementation is Amazon data set http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/. Used data set contains 
1,60,792 reviews of  Baby product , 1,98,502 reviews of Beauty product, 3,46,355 reviews of Health product 
and 16,89,188 reviews of  Electronics product from May 1996 to July 2014, for the analysis. Then Junk data 
such as hyperlinks, <div>, <p>,<br> etc are removed. Also all the repetitive words, stop words, images, url, 
videos and audios which do not contribute to the meaning of the sentence are removed. After that the Porter 
Stemming Algorithm is used to remove the suffix from the words and bring it to the root. After stemming, 
reviews are tokenized using BOW (Bag of words). Then BOMEST [5] is called for the POS tagging which 
effectively identify the nouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives that have effect on the text. Therefore this 
module is capable of creating an indexed data, assign the score to it and store it into the trained dictionary [7]. 
In the last step, word is taken from the list created in above step and identified all synonyms of that 
word available in the reviews using Ms Word Introp. All the synonyms were replaced with the word and total 
occurrence of the word is calculated. For example, dataset contain “Even” as †ve, “Bad” as −ve polarity with 
their number of occurrences as shown in Table 1. 
 
 
Table 1. †ve, −ve word with synonyms & occurrences 



















“Even” is matched with its synonyms and all the synonyms are replaced with the word. Total count 
is evaluated as shown in Figure 2(b). Similarly “Bad” is compared to its synonyms and count is generated as 
shown in Figure 2(b). 
Phase 2 is the vital part of an approach consists of following steps: Here, different combinations of 
domains are considered as the source domain such as Baby & Beauty, Beauty & Electronics and etc. Now 
merge all the †ve, −ve Lexical_Boms_Dictionary for the source domains and fetch all the self-sufficient 
words using Self-sufficient word collector. For the cross domain analysis Cross_Boms classifier is used to 
predict the †ve, −ve polarity of the target domain i.e. any domain except source. Domain-dependent words 
are used solely and monotonously in the document. Some of them do not contribute to the sentiments [8] for 
a domain therefore elimination of these words from the dataset will enhance the performance of classifier. In 
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sentimental Classification, targets are the frequent words, POS, phrases or terms that have great effect on the 
opinion [9] to shows †ve, −ve polarity. Selection of proper target yields higher accuracy in classification by 
reducing the extensity of a text. These features are passed to Cross_Boms Classifier [10] to discover and 
eliminate unessential, inappropriate and redundant aspects from data that do not contribute to the accuracy.  
Therefore with the help of these features, in cross domain analysis precision, recall and accuracy is calculated 
as shown in result Section. The salient feature of Cross_Boms Classifier is the WSR (weight synonym 
replacement) scheme in place of the term frequency [11] of each word. The WSR focuses on reducing the 
weight of “very bad” class of source domain data and promote the weight of “very-good” class to generate 
more accurate results in target domain. At last classifier is trained on source domain and used to predict the 



























Figure 1. Block Diagram for Cross Domain Analysis 
 
 
                                 
 
 (a)      (b) 
 
Figure 2. (a) †ve Synonym Replacement, (b) −ve Synonym Replacement 
 
 
3.2. Proposed Algorithm 
Cross_BOMEST the, designed algorithm,  which takes input as Amazon Reviews [12] datasets of 
Baby, Beauty, Health and Electronics products and gives better efficiency than BOMEST, which work on 
Gat hering & 
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single domain. Expression of user’s views are different in different domains, so to analyzing different 
domains is a time consuming and costly process as classifier has to be trained each time for a domain. 
Therefore there is a need of novel approach that can be work efficiently on the cross domain. Hence, 
Boms_Classifier is used to enhance the accuracy of the existing method by the combing two different source 
domains and predict the results of the target domain by the steps defined in algorithm.          
 






















                 Algorithm 3:  Cross_BOMEST                          Algorithm 4: S-S-W (Self-sufficient words) 
24.                    
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4. EXPERIMENT SETUP  
The implementation of above algorithm is done by using C#.Net. Each phase is implemented by 













Figure 3. (a) Filter of JSON Reviews, (b)  Raw Data of Reviews after Filtering 
 
 









Figure 4. (a) Junk Removal from Reviews, (b) Reviews after Junk Removal 
 
 




Figure 5. Result of Stemming 
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Figure 6. (a) Count Occurrence for †ve, −ve polarity, (b) †ve, −ve Count Occurrence 
 
 













5. RESULT ANALYSIS 
To generate the results for Cross_BOMEST approach for the cross domain sentiment analysis 
different product reviews from Amazon are used. For the implementation, randomly 1500 †ve and 1500 −ve 
polarity reviews are selected from each domain, out of which 1000 reviews of each polarity are used for 
training of classifier, the remainder is used for testing of classifier. In experiment, randomly combination of 
two domains act as source domain, remaining domain out of data set acts as the target domain such as Beauty 
+ BabyElectronics, Beauty + ElectronicsHealth, Electronics + HealthBeauty and Beauty + 
HealthBaby is called as A, B, C and D respectively for calculating the precision, recall and accuracy 
metric. The estimation metric is Cross_Boms classifier which effectively predicts the reviews of target 
domain correctly by determining domain-independent words from the source domain.  It is clearly shown that 
the recall and precision metric increases for the Cross_BOMEST as compared to BOMEST.  Using the 
features of TN+BOW 66% of precision is obtained whereas, STN+BM provides 77.25% of precision. 
Similarly TN+BOWN+BM provides 82.5% of recall whereas, BM+WSR+CBM shows 93.25% of recall. 
Also the Precision-Recall Graph for BOMEST and Cross_BOMEST is shown in Figure 8. and Figure 9. 
respectively. 
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        Figure  8. Precision-Recall Graph                                      Figure  9. Precision-Recall Graph 
 
 
Here, Table 2 & 3 presents the accuracy result for the BOMEST, Cross_BOMEST as shown in 
Figure 10 & Figure 11 respectively. By the result it is cleared that Boms_Classifier Using the 
BM+WSR+CBM provides the maximum accuracy of 92% which is higher than the BOMEST i.e. 81%. 
 
 





A B C D 
TN,BOW 75 75 71 77 
N,BOWN 78 79 74 80 
TN,BOWN,BM 83 81 79 85 
 
   Cross_BOMEST 
Target Extraction 
Accuracy 
A B C D 
STN,BM 78 84 80 83 
BM,WSR 86 85 89 90 
BM,WSR,CBM 91 89 92 95 
 
                               
                                  
 
              Figure 10. Accuracy Graph for BOMEST                 Figure 11. Accuracy Graph for Cross_BOMEST     
 
 
Figure 12(A) shows the result for †ve reviews of different dataset in the single domain using 
BOMEST, Cross_BOMEST. Whereas Figure 12(B) shows the comparison results of Cross_BOMEST which 
effectively increases the number †ve polarity reviews when tested for cross domain analysis. 
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In this paper, cross domain sentimental classification approach Cross_BOMEST is proposed. The 
proposed approach, works in two phases. Phase 1, is used to form Lexical_Boms_Dictionary. The dictionary 
is used to increase the †ve polarity reviews by filtering of reviews after junk removal and stemming. These 
reviews are then tokenized using BOW and BOMEST which is used for the POS tagging. Total count of the 
polarity of the reviews as †ve, and −ve, is stored in the indexed list, which is further used to replace all the 
synonyms with the matched word to escalate the polarity. In phase 2, two different source domains are 
trained to extract the reviews of the other remaining target domain. After that Cross-BOMEST approach is 
used to discover all the self-sufficient words that are used to bridge the gap between the sentences in different 
domains. With the help of, BM, WSR, CBM target extraction Cross_boms Classifier discover and eliminate 
unessential, inappropriate and redundant aspects from data that do not contribute to the accuracy. The 
accuracy of 92% is obtained by proposed Cross_BOMEST algorithm when applied to cross domains.  
Precision and Recall of BOMEST is improved by 16% and 7% respectively in single domain.  Results, 
demonstrate that Cross_BOMEST shows 5% refinement in the precision and accuracy when compared to 
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